Congratulations…

In memoriam
Elmer D. Hendrickson
Virgil Hembree
James E. Heartley
Anna Y. Hauser
Iona M. Hastings
Betty L. Harris
Daniel J. Harmon
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Dale and Betty Davis
Peggie Breedlove
Loretta and Dwight Sutherland
Raymond and Eris Smith
Sharon F. Pittman
Esther L. Nordin
Robert and Pamela Modin
Arlene M. Hall
Donna Butler
Bud and Evelyn Allen
Edith and Paul Scheid
Andy and James Gorman
Kathryn Berger
Alta Morant
James and June Hastings
Tony Wheatley
Carl West, IV
Carl West, Jr.
Carol M. Terry
Mark McGill and Family
Louis McGill, Jr. and Family
Dan and Susie Lavine
Pete Kestell
Bryce and Debbie Hamilton
Steve and Linda Croman
Lee and Becky Blinkham
Peggie Breakwell
Steve and Linda Coogan
Harold and Betty Fleming
Fred Family
Beverle Knoeppel
Terry and Fred Olson

John Pang has been elected to serve on the board of the National Association for Home Care & Hospice (NAHC) based in Washington, D.C. NAHC helps healthcare providers better serve their patients, believing that Americans should receive health care and social services in their own homes whenever possible.

Community Hospice Medical Director Lawrence H. Neville, MD, (Longview) recently passed the national Hospice and Palliative Medicine Boards. This certification recognizes excellence among physicians who are specialists in the care of seriously ill and dying patients with life-limiting illness. Dr. Neville’s medical knowledge and wonderful teaching style have increased the hospice program’s quality of care as well as our staff’s clinical knowledge.

The Home Care Association of Washington bestowed Volunteer of the Year to Russ Kastberg, a hardworking Community Home Health & Hospice volunteer. Since 2002 he has compassionately given his time to grieving children and the dying. Russ makes a difference in people’s lives in our community as he works in respite care, with Cedars Children’s Grief Support and at our summer grief camp, Camp Cedars. He continues to inspire others to join him in his volunteer efforts.
Community Hospice did not have the resources to purchase this equipment. “The Kelso Eagles for the patient and easier on caregivers. The Hospice Care Center also has bariatric beds available for provide more support so the patient has to be turned less often making these beds more comfortable difficult for the caregiver to do this on their own without help from nurses or EMTs. Bariatric beds make it possible for heavily-built patients to be cared for at home by their 600 pounds. Bariatric beds The Kelso Eagles Auxiliary #1555 has supported Community Home Health & Hospice for many 20 years through gifts designated for specific purchases. Most recently, they designated money raised from the Kelso Eagles Auxiliary fulfills wishes _ Husband of a Community Hospice patient.
“I have time, I’m retired!”

This comment is made often by Dan Spjut, president of the Board of Directors who also serves as president of the Foundation Committee. The old cliché, “Ask a busy person, he will get it done!” suits him well. Dan may be a retired Weyerhaeuser executive, but he’s filled several key roles that add up to a full-time volunteer for Community Home Health & Hospice.

Not much for titles, Dan is a hands-on leader who quickly earned the respect and admiration of other volunteers and staff. At a recent Community Home Health & Hospice event, a guest asked Dan about his role with the agency. He replied that he is president of the Board of Directors and the Foundation Committee. Impressed, the guest said “Oh, you must be paid a lot!” Dan’s response was a broad smile. His “payment,” of course, is seeing our agency fulfill its mission and make a daily difference in the lives of families. Dan is a volunteer who truly makes a difference and inspires others to do so as well.

To learn about volunteering for our agency, contact Charlotte at 360.567.3553 or chayeshughes@chhh.org (Clark County) or Rudy at 360.414.5433 or miminniti@chhh.org (all other areas).

Our commitment to protect your privacy

Community Home Health & Hospice never sells, trades, or shares our mailing lists or email contact lists. We honor your privacy and wish to communicate with you in the manner that you prefer. We can send gift receipts and acknowledgements electronically. To change your mail preference, contact Angela at 360.414.5405 or angela.anthony@chhh.org.

Honoring, remembering and making a difference

Last year marked the 20th year the Hospice Support Group organized a Tree of Remembrance. You will see them during the holiday season at Three Rivers Mall in Kelso. These dedicated volunteers invite members of the community to donate $10 for an ornament which is tagged in honor or memory of a loved one and hung on the Tree of Remembrance.

In addition, Hospice Support Group volunteers sell raffle tickets for a variety of items donated by local businesses and individuals. All donations help us care for hospice patients and families. Hospice Support Group volunteers log many hours during the busy holiday season.

Darlene Vienek
Antonina McDonough
Janet Meade
Amber McGee
Nona and Daniel Dorle
Donna C. McGee, Jr.
Mary B. Clifton
Nona and Daniel Dorle
Joy Kordeier
Barbara and Daniel McCurry
Terry and Fred Olson
Sandra Stout
Betty J. McGrath
Gary McCutchen
Bernice McGeavy
James and Frances Ford
Caryl McMahon
Molly and Mark Brandenburg
Mary Denny
Lydia Koiko
Don Kelly
Paule and Dennis Stephenson
Mark and Mathilde Swanson
Berry Mellen
Maury Meleen
Georgia R. Menkenhall
Paul and Mary Armstrong
David and Christina Menkenhall
Harlan R. Mennicham
Jim A. Merchant
Fa L. Merritcamp
Chuck and Sharon Montgomery
Florence E. Morris
Diamond Ninevoe
Kathleen M. Gouker
Cecilia Messenger
James Messenger
Mary E. Meyers
Karsten Spindler
Edith F. Wakefield
Patricia J. Meyers
George and Donna Buster
Mike and Rosemary Brown
Alison and Lottis Campbell
Kay and Ross Goldi
Barbara R. Conrad
Leona Cooper
Dave’s Grocery and Service, Inc.
Louis Finkler
Darlene Finkler
Diana Johnson
Joy Kordeier
Long Beach School District Business Office
Loretta and George Rattin
Don and Linda Titus
Thomas J. Michnick
Thomas N. Hatman
Bill M. Hatman
Lila Hatman
Sharon J. Maltz
Martin and Katherine Rutherford
Ilia "Virginia" Miller
Dorothy and Jimmy Lenoman
Stil and Mary Miller
Richard Mosd
Wally and Beatrice "Dora" Monaghan
Gennaro and Cynthia Aiello
Linda and Harry Arthman
Floid and Janet Amurua
Verryl and Larry Anderson
James and Cathy Cook
John and Sally Davis
Diane, Terre, Erica, Brad and Perry Dawson
Judith Dawson
Clark and Kim Goold
Arti Hemburger
Thomas and Sheryl Kilkham
Ann Kowal
Robert and Audrey Lerman
Bernard and Leslie Lark
Ronald and Donna Latorre
Anthony and Terri Mone
Dieck and Joan Moore
Dalea Morgan
Bob, Sharon, and Brian Motterson
Shawn and Jane Mylin
Jerry and Cindy O’Donnell
John and Tish Schaefer
Calkin and Jeff Frederickson and Sons
Robert and Anna Warfel
Larry and Chrissy Wolfe
Jack T. Morris
Fran Harvard
Diana Morris
G. Emmegine Morris
Gertrude and Lillian Bushnell
Donna J. Chiou
Cathy and Gary Heale
Dorotie Hattem
Sally and Gary Hattem
Elsa Miller Gourier
Jan L. Sami
Julia A. Stevens
Lorraine A. Morris
Warren and Anna Jeanne Morris
Molly B. Morris
Warren and Anna Jeanne Morris
Malcolm Moulton
Ross and Eliza Forster
David and Dean Stephen
Lydia Moulton
Jack and Helen Groenman
Patty Moulton
Brecht and Karen Broedson
Robert R. Mouser
Cathy E. Anderson
Edward and Winifred Butcher
Carol B. Glauber
Warren and Richard Daniel
Peter and Carol Markoff, Sr.
Lersona and Janet Minto
Jerry Magner
Robert W. Magner
Virginia Magner
Bee Schubel
Gordon C. Murphy
Richard Lee Construction
Pauline Murphy
Anonymous
Richard Lee Construction
William J. Murray
Michael and Louise Chambers
Don and Louise Wolf
Edith G. Mossolf
Anonymous
Fae J. Baker
Mark and Dian Brown
Carl and Michele Cole
Patricia K. Duncan
Cassie and Michael Huffman
Eunice Johnson
Virginia Linton
North Litho Baptist Church - Joy Group
Vera B. Bailey

Honiar Olson
Angelo and Jerry Kanos
Marjette Olson
Joyce Gehman
Diana and Jack Milton
Randy and Loy King
Sue and Steve Lomen
Jan and Wally Mattbarke
Ragnald and Susan Olson
Rogers Olson
Daniel and Kathy Oss
Loretta and Dwight Nabholtz
Las and Tish Tugrens
Dana and Rick Williamson
Mike Oxenfield
Daniel and Sandy Stumt
Barbara Oxley
Walter and Norma Oxley
Bob Sulisheim
P A Lee Puck
Dennis Baldwin
Ronald and Susan Erickson
Ron Parnier
Olive and Irven Bacon
Jon Parnier
Sylvia M. Edwards
Robert N. Panone
Mike and Miss. Vicki Leier
Joyce Parsons
Julie Payne
Joan L. Peterson
Zander Payne
Jen and Deanne Dinkoeb
Nana Shello & Pep John Killen
Barry Pedersen
David and Barbara Bilts
Pearl Gorty and Patricia Cottell
M. Eliaenne Pepper
Hal and Debbie Bontemps
Dee Edmondson
Robert and Mary Martin
Susan Mesay
Karen Minkel
V. Rochelle Purtzer
Leotis M. Var Canterbury
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Making a difference for 23 years

Robert A. Chace, CPA, of Chace & Spurgeon (Longview) announced his plans to resign from our Board of Directors this month. Bob was a key organizer in developing the Foundation Committee in 1987. He was also instrumental in the expansion of the Hospice Care Center in 1997. In 2006, Bob was named Volunteer of the Year by the Home Care Association of Washington. Bob spent the last 23 years in volunteer leadership roles helping to guide our agency to its current status. He served many years as president and most recently served as secretary/treasurer of our Board of Directors.

Lorraine Berndt, retired founder of Community Home Health & Hospice said, “Bob was always available to answer any questions I had. His professional advice was very much appreciated throughout the years. Bob has been a large part of our success and always had a good solution readily available when I needed one.”

Executive Director Greg Pang said, “The success of Community Home Health & Hospice is directly related to the dedication and service of community volunteers like Bob. The Board of Directors and I extend a big ‘Thank You’ to Bob for giving his time and energies to our organization. Bob will certainly be missed.”
In memoriam

“Job no job compares to this!”

Sandra Hoven joined us as a Hospice Care Center aide in 2002. She also worked in Community Home Care. Sandra appreciated the valuable experience she was gaining as well as the flexible scheduling options while obtaining her nursing degree.

Today, Sandra is a registered nurse and case manager for Community Home Health while her son enjoys Community Day Care.

“I love this agency, and I love this job! My son gets excited about day care in the morning. It’s fabulous to be able to leave him with teachers I know and then go to work. I can check on him from my laptop computer any time through the web camera. They even have an arts and crafts program for the infants – it is adorable! Management allows me to schedule my home health patient visits around my child’s medical appointments. No job compares to this!”

– Sandra Hoven, RN

Working together

Organizations and individuals throughout our community hold fundraisers on our behalf. Proceeds from these events support a program of the donor’s choice. Organizations such as High Step Dance Academy, Boardwalk Tavern, Longview American Legion, Columbia River Corvette Club, Kettle Korn Ministry and Longview Tackwondo have held events to support our programs.

If your group wants to donate to a specific purpose, contact Julie at 360.414.5406 or jrinard@chhh.org to match your desires to our agency’s needs.
Support for home telemonitoring

In 2008, Washington State Senator Patty Murray was instrumental in launching Community Home Health & Hospice to secure a grant to start our highly successful home telemonitoring system for our Home Health patients.

Executive Director Greg Pang had the privilege of introducing Senator Murray to the National Association for Home Care and Hospice in Washington D.C. in April. Senator Murray addressed the nationwide association and underscored the importance of home-based services across the nation.

After Senator Murray’s address, Greg presented her with an acknowledgement for improving the lives of Community Home Health & Hospice patients and families in Southwest Washington.

With this type of support and contributions from generous donors, we hope to continue to expand our telemonitoring services to patients in their homes.

See “Staying ahead of the curve” on page 14 to learn how telemonitoring works.

New look

Caring for the community is at the heart of our values. It’s reflected in our mission of Care, Comfort, Love—and in our new look shown here. To help you find the right care, we’ve organized our services into divisions—with each its own name and logo.

In memoriam

W

Herbert Wadla
Helen M. Wadla
Lennie Wadla
Philip E. Wadla
Helen M. Wadla
Jesse G. Wall
Larry S. Walsh
Luke Anderson
Diana Burch
Willbert W. Walters, Sr.
Nadine Cooper
Marley and Herbert Dyer
Charles and Cece Ann Henderson
Lonnie Landshild
Darrell and Hildiegar Miday
Larry and Valute Nikoluiev
Kay and Ben Stevens
Elisabeth Walters
Lulu and Arlen Walters
Terry and Carthene Watson
Glenda R. Ward
Conrad E. Barkton
Cullen and John Marshale
Glenn and Mary Jo Miller and Family
Parny and Yalen Miller
Loneta Russell
Buck and Carleen Stever
Trailblazers Inc.
Mary Jo L. Traub

Maurice W. Watson
Berna and Jeffrey Jordan

Donald D. Welch
Jack Morgan
Yvonne Wilks

Virginia L. Wechter
James T. Goetzman and Jowelyn W. Bonner
Frances Philhower
Karen M. Weedal
Josina and Steven Brent

Bonnie Marie Woodman
Diane and Sheri Bula
Lindy Boyle
Jakub F. Springer
Michael Steever
Jack Woodman
E. Bernice Wagsten
Lois J. Brodi
Janis K. Dimmitt
George and Shirley Heitzmann
Janet Stinson
Allen and June Trochim
Janet H. White
August J. “Ron” Weizel III
Wall and Joyce Bogden
Viwin “Fibbi” Woden
Myrtle Blum
Patricia Dolbehn
Donald and Jo Ann Evans
David and Jennifer Gillispie
George and Shirley Heitzmann
Jay Howard
Donnie Kearny
Julie Ludgett
LaVerne Ludgett
Clifford and Judy Lents
Joe and Doris Monziing, Jr.
Kenneth and Shirley Proudf
James and Patrice Stansbee
Suey Sumner
Scott and Dharma Warden
Darko Vansek
Albert F. West
Helen M. Botten
Donna Boyle
B. Barbara and Michelle Frenz
Larry and Amanda Chambers
Elvis Christensen
David and Diane Doglatik
Mike and Susan Fanquier
Stephanie Fingarlet
Louisa Hadaller
Beverly Jennings
Longview Public Schools
Larry and Carol Tover
Lenore and Skip Yurling
Paul L. Young
C. D. Young
Gary and Beverly Young

William R. Wharton
Jonissa J. Binney
Sarah and Vernon Boylan
Robert E. White
Sara and Vernon Boylan
Robert E. White

Y

Ralph L. Young
Donald Samson
Mary McFarland
Ethel Oliver

Z

Tony Zevenbergen
Margaret L. Byrne
Donald Clair
William and Cynthia Kauffman
Frank Lane
Bertha Bice
Mary Ellen Saul
Robert and Kathy Forth
Kynre Construction, Inc.
Eino Kahilainen
Cynthia Forney
Irene Young
Patricia Skeans
Bud and Kathy Obermayer
Thecla Owen

Pit and Phil Korhuen
Snit and Ann Nonnomp
Maiell L. Thompson-Vick
Carly and Gary Hoelka
Robert E. Pogue
Gary and Susan Shurrill
David Thorsen
Jack and Helen Gerensman
Charlotte Syng-Tierose
Shirley Blood
John H. Tilt
Steve and Jennifer Robinson
David Travis
Ben and Barbara Samuels
Gene V. Townsend
Larry and Barbara DeYoung
Marie Townsend
Rosemary G. Truss
Laurene McHale
Vera Traft
Tom and Joe Sautin
Glennmore Trousluck
Carol Russell
Donald and Gaye Kinginger
Jim and Cindy Sweeney
David and Jeann Smith
Klay and Julie Tieram
Janis Wissman

Gerald A. Uhri

Janis M. Weigand
Sarah and Vernon Boylan

Karen M. Weddel
Virginia L. Wechner
Yvonne Webb
Glenda R. Ward

Mike and Susan Farquhar
David and Doris Derkacht
Elsie Christiansen
Larry and Amanda Chambers
Donna Boyle
Helen M. Botten

Judy and Kathy Wilburn

Joe and Diane Monziing, Jr.
Kenneth and Shirley Proudf
James and Patrice Stansbee
Suey Sumner
Scott and Dharma Warden
Darko Vansek

Robert and Julie Gregory
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Haas and Family
George and Helga Hinoch
Joyce Horston
Patricia Humphrey
Donald and Mary Lou Jameson
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kent and Family
Thelma Lemke
Jean Leblon
Brett and Sally Fraz
William and Betty Nixon
Esther Nolan
Ernie and Polk Obermayer
Thecla Owen

Jerry and Carolyn Perik
Shirley Y. Samples
Bud and Kathy Shilla
Deborah Shrila
Patricia Stack
Ernie Young
John W. Wolf
Cynthia Foyney
Eno Kukulainen
Kyene Construction, Inc.
Dolmard and Bottina Nieni
John and Kathy Wolf
Dr. David Wright
Cory and Ellen Gower
Chuck and Sharon Mersching

10 Safe and independent at home

Helping people find the right care

On the road to recovery

Comfort on the end-of-life journey

Your family partner in learning

Quality treasures at great prices

Hospice Thrift Shop